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      Not New Business, Yet Lucrative! 

Dear Readers,  

 

Injection molding in INDIA is an age old business and any Tom, Dick or Harry knows it well, rather claim to know well. 

 

As all know and have seen, there are hundreds of items with thousands of designs and ‘n’ number of colors and 

variations, the molded articles are available, thrown and imposed at times in the market.  The fast changing people and 

faster changing tendencies of imitators assist this business to carry on. 

 

Still one item or article is majorly ignored by many investors in INDIA.  Injection Syringe. 

  

 

The Business demands investment in Machinery for about Rs 2.01 Cr which is in fact not a big amount for many 

enthusiast investors in INDIA. Against which profit possibility of 59.77 Lac is not bad! 

Have a look at the figures below. 

Machinery cost 20896000 

Land Cost Assumed to arrive at project 

cost, with expansion in mind. 
7500000 

Building  4675 Sq Feet 3272500 

Utilities 2750000 

Installation Cost  500000 

Consultant's cost 150000 

Total project Cost 35068500 

Production per Year Average Nos. of 

syringes 
21565440 

Profit per Year possibility 5977940 

 

The entire set up of machinery, [ except Barrel + Plunger  assembly which is Chinese Best  ] can  made in INDIA 

inclusive of Highest possible quality molds as needed.  

The set up within the above assumed cost is for the best class from where you can export as well; well sterilized and 

packed syringes can be prepared. 

http://www.google.co.in/imgres?imgurl=https://pixabay.com/static/uploads/photo/2013/07/12/13/26/syringe-147034_640.png&imgrefurl=https://pixabay.com/en/photos/syringe/&h=634&w=640&tbnid=3o1BWqD8BI06pM:&docid=GbtScU6-azRvQM&ei=UJOzVeKZFYyMuATNyJKwBw&tbm=isch&ved=0CFgQMyguMC5qFQoTCOKB09S19sYCFQwGjgodTaQEdg


 

Why this business: 

1) For the product, there is no custom to use or even demand the established brand.  

2) Go to the market and ask for the syringe: Most places you cannot get so-called established brand/s. 

3) Meaning there is no National brand or brands those are demanded, no brand or brands are registered in to the 

brains of people. 

4) The patients and crowds, who are sick, who are the relatives of sick, the populous Nation, unorganized market 

and illiterate class of people neither are used to or not enough educated to identify the quality of brand for the 

health aspects in this country even these days, my challenge is, not even in big cities. (Cities have become big 

in INDIA with the rural sector rush, the people are again not enough literate of trained on anything, the demand 

of human power has pulled them in to the cities, making towns in to cities: Are Mumbai and Delhi not perfect 

examples?) 

5) Talk  of  the few areas in the cities of INDIA which have literate enough class of people who demand the brands 

even for the health sector, go to other newly developed  areas  and out skirts of the cities, people are absolutely 

ignorant about the quality and class   and so this curse can be converted in to blessing to sell. We do not 

recommend pushing the inferior quality; the new brand can have scopes to enter in to easily.  

6) Nor there is any rocket science to produce this product. 

7) Has lot of potential to export market, HUGE market. 

8) The product is demanded day in and day out, the entire world’s Gutter nations need medication and such 

equipments and instruments in quantities and with continuous frequency.  

9) The populous Nations have issues of continuous population explosion; uncontrolled democracy allows INDIA 

kinds of hot nations to offer innumerable human units who need injections syringes, and in fact many such 

consumable items. [ CHINA controlled due to non-democracy, others cannot. ] 

10) Make Quality and command the market with infusion of higher  capital and be the Market  KING, this offer is 

still awaiting this product, Trust us. 

Injection molding is not just about the Bucket and tumblers or just furniture, has 

luster still with it. WELCOME. 
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Welcome to discuss, we are highly technical & professional. 
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